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An estimated 50 million Americans have problems with some type of autoimmune disease. If you're
among them, you may know all as well well how little modern medicine can do to alleviate your
condition.such as for example whole grains, soy, and low-fats dairy— In this groundbreaking book, Sarah
D. In The Paleo Approach, Dr.D., draws upon current medical study and her own battle with an
autoimmune disorder showing you how you can become completely symptom-free—the natural way.how
stay inside your food budget, where to shop for the thing you need, how to make probably the most out
of your energy in the kitchen, and how to eat out— Read it to learn why foods marketed as "healthful"— But
that's no reason to stop hope.can donate to the development of autoimmune conditions. Ballantyne also
walks you through the most useful lab tests, treatments, and supplements (along with the most
counterproductive types) to help you open up a dialogue together with your physician. Find out which
basic lifestyle changes—along with changes in diet— Why suffer a moment longer?There's no have to worry
that "going Paleo" will break the bank or require too much time in your kitchen preparing special foods.
Ballantyne, Ph. Ballantyne provides expert tips on how to make the switch very easily and economically.
Dr.The Paleo Approach is the first book ever to describe how exactly to adapt the Paleo diet and lifestyle
to bring about a full recovery.take all the guesswork out of heading Paleo. Simple approaches for lifestyle
modifications, including small guidelines that can make an enormous difference, guide you through the
main changes to support healing.Do you have a complicated condition that will require medical
intervention, medicine, or supplements? Complete meals lists with approaches for the day-to-day—
Discover what it is possible to eat to calm your disease fighting capability, reduce inflammation, and help
the body heal itself.Features such as these make The Paleo Approach the best resource for anyone
suffering from an autoimmune disease.will make the largest difference for your health. Reclaim your
wellbeing with The Paleo Strategy!
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Perfect Perfect Thanks Thanks Plenty of helpful information.History: we're both healthy, athletic, low
sugar, nearly zero synthetic anythings inside our diet. It’s great/well researched information but it has to
be useable info. History of severe celiac in her family members, and she's acquired her thyroid eliminated
with radiation. All my physicians have reviewed the diet and all have 100% approved and motivated me
to stay with it...She then gives information on how to start the program, which foods in order to avoid and
which are ok. I still am sometimes consuming more carbs than extra fat or protein, sometimes the protein
is more than fat. I have been pursuing it religiously for over 4 months now and can verify its efficiency.
But I'm letting you know I dont experience anything. This is true of 90 % of all lists in the book. We
couldnt be happier. No "oh well its not bad for _____ free food" or disclaimers. It strikes me as something
you'd visit a pre-med student reading. But, complete it, and the email address details are working for my
future wife.As far as nighttime reading, lord no.Concerning the resulting diet in the end: its not bad.My
husband says this diet is a miracle and I actually agree. I inform people in the event that you didnt possess
expendable income, it'd become pretty hard, as your resulting diet plan would be sort of what I ate in
university: chicken and frozen vegetables. I still require regimen medication because of this disease.
We've guests and serve foods that are compliant with this reserve, and nobody's ever commented onto it.
You need to be an MD or very interested in health to read this factor. Coconut based deserts, great meats,
good veggies. Life is good! Nearly all I was looking for There is a lot of information in this book on why
you need to follow this protocol when you have an autoimmune disease. Sarah remaining no stone
unturned here. All that is good. and I know this appears like some tinfoil hat hug a tree BS, but after on
the subject of eight weeks on the dietary plan we've shaped due to this book, her last *2* bloodworks
returned as inconclusive using one, and harmful on another for RA. Lots of different info and a
publication that I will always keep handy.. Five Stars good reading Solid as usual All of Sarah's books are
actually amazing and chuck filled with important information.I believe there was an excessive amount of
scientific information. Also good..at least fifty percent the book as it related to paleo and auto-immune
disease. Then more when discussing lifestyle change in the next half.I would have preferred less
technology and more details on how to actually use the diet. I assumed at least you might involve some
doubts or issues. I take advantage of My Fitness Pal to keep an eye on my daily intake of most foods and
their dietary vakues. Her normally desire/wash complexion is arguably better than mine (and mine is
okay) and her energy levels have leaped. Because I am guessing as to quantity/ meal. My understanding is
fats should be the highest percentage of calorie consumption, then protein and then carbs, but I am not
sure ways to get there. I want that type of detail.There are NO recipes in the book. I am back to doing all
the cooking, laundry and many other household chores. I bought the Kindle edition. The lists of foods are
essentially unreadable. Parts of phrases are scattered all over the web page. I'm observing it, and her
bloodwork can be proving it. I acquired to go online to get meals lists from other sources. So that area of
the publication was worthless to me. But did not base my review on that, but certainly still left a bad
experience. That needs to be probably the most important information, but could not be read.I feel like I
did not get my money's worthy of with the Kindle edition.Update 7/13/2015While We am not thrilled
with the Kindle edition of the book, I am very pleased with the Paleo Autoimmune Process diet.It'd be a
very important factor to say we "feel" this or that. I've Myasthenia Gravis, a rare autoimmune disease that
triggers muscle weakness.Before you start the dietary plan, I was so weak that some times I could barely
walk, had problems swallowing, breathing and serious double vision. You'll learn the why's and the do's
and don'ts. Right now 4 months later on, I play golf twice weekly, can travel myself to shops and also
shop.WARNING. But in my opinion all that's worth having the ability to participate in life again and feel
better while performing it. You can find no quality recipes and it resembles a textbook which scared me at
first. I do need to rest frequently and I need a handicap flag when the game of golf. If you do, though, the
dinners you can come up with are still great. But instead of getting weaker every month, I am now getting



more powerful. It's restrictive, and a huge PITA if you travel, but not bad.It is not a 'fun' diet to be on. It is
extremely restrictive and I miss plenty of my preferred foods, plus it can be a little more costly. I also walk
1 to 1 1. It was when she was identified as having rheumatoid arthritis that we started to look for
anything we could to delay it's onset. For some reason I found that surprising. I'd have liked examples of
several meal plans, I would have liked more specific information on how very much to eat of each food
group. Nonetheless it was just the contrary.Just thought I would share my experience.bloodwork doesnt
lie I'm writing this review, but I do so as the purchaser and fiance of the person who's go through it cover
to cover multiple occasions, and changed our diet as a result. Then how to re-introduce foods which you
have eliminated from your own diet. Great specifically for science geeks I have Lupus so hence looking
into this diet. Two co-workers in my division did autoimmune type diets and did perfectly, and I function
for a biotech company and we all have been scientists, fwiw. This reserve offers a great overview of the
many aspects of the AIP diet from a scientific perspective, for maximal appreciation you need to be a
research geek, but / and it it written very well for understanding by both scientists and lay people. This
book is even more for the scientific rationale and perspective compared to the actual dishes, though a lot
of details is supplied on what to eat and not eat. Excellent info and strategies are provided on how to
begin the diet plan, such as for example going full bore involved with it of a more slower ramp up.
Overall an excellent book. I bought the Kindle version because of size and travel, it had been OK, and
worked well, but I am a difficult copy mentality. Great book and incredibly informative Great book and
very beneficial. When I received my diagnoses of Hashimoto's/Hypothyroidism, I was left searching for
answers. I needed to feel better and I understood I needed a lifestyle change for that to happen. She
includes a large amount of scientific data to confirm her point. Anyone who's interested in studying
autoimmune disorders or maybe just searching for a lifestyle change, search no further. On good days, I
could head to one shop with my hubby and help with laundry and sometimes some light chores.5 miles a
time. There's lots of science behind her research aswell. Overall, this was exceptionally written and very
informative. I go through this over a weekend..that's just how much I enjoyed it! (Kindle/tablet readers
see my warning below)Then details on lifestyle modification, also good. It’s confusing, mind-boggling,
and too technical. Needs a Rewrite This book desperately needs to be rewritten for the average person.
Paleo based diet plan for ~10 yrs for me personally, history of celiac in my own family.
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